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The People's Bank in Cedar Rapids was designed in 1910 by Louis Sullivan. It 
consists of a central banking area, 25' x 50', around which is wrapped a single 
story of offices and other rooms, giving total dimensions of 50' x 90'. The 
distinguishing feature is the clerestory, with opalescent glass, above the 
main banking lobby. Corner chimneys on the clerestory complete the basic 
design.

The bank is of multicolored Indiana brick laid in common bond, with terracotta 
decoration. Short brick pilasters flank the stone entrance (originally brick), 
and appear on the clerestory walls. These are crowned with leonine grotesques. 
Ornamental panels appear on the chimneys above the clerestory, above the entrance, 
and flanking the rows of windows at street level.

The interior of Sullivan's bank has been altered to conform with the "decor" of 
the later addition. Fortunately, many of the original elements were left in 
place, but hidden by wallboard or other material, and thus may be recovered at 
some future date.

Sullivan's original interior was characterized by his use of "organic" ornament, 
which gave prominence to the shape, color and texture of materials. The tellers' 
counter was of veined Italian marble, flooring of small green and white tiles 
laid in several patterns. Oak was used for all woodwork. The columns were 
cast iron, with flat, ornamental abaci. The vault, now partially obscured by 
a high counter, is a masterpiece in itself, with a circular door over 7 feet 
in diameter. Other than the vault, and two columns near the entrance, all that 
is observable of Sullivan's interior are the four murals below the clerestory 
(which is obscured by a lowered ceiling), the work of local artist Alien E. 
Philbrick. One is a formal composition detailing the relationship of banking 
to industry and commerce, the others have agricultural themes.

Expansion programs in 1951 and 1966 resulted in a massive addition to the west 
side of Sullivan's original structure. In the addition, basic features of Sullivan's 
bank were repeated in a simplified manner. Sullivan's panelled chimneys are 
repeated as thick columns on the front facade of this section, with more slender 
pilasters between them. Although the addition is two stories high, plain one-story 
pavilions on each side of the entrance attempt to recreate the profile of the 
earlier structuee.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The People's Savings Bank in Cedar Rapids was the second of a series of small 
midwestern banks designed by Louis Sullivan between 1907 and 1919. While not 
the best example of this group, nor even the best of his Iowa work, it exhibits 
many of the hallmarks of Sullivan's art as an architect in "bringing the block 
to life in different ways through geometry and ornament".

According to Gebhard, preliminary drawings for this building were prepared by George 
Grant Elmslie, shortly before he left Sullivan's office. How much of this basic 
design was retained by Sullivan is unknown, but the clerestory, a departure from 
the blocklike form of much of Sullivan's work is noteworthy. Beyond this, however, 
the People's Savings Bank displays a classic range of Sullivanesque detail. The 
exterior features expanses of plain surface, the decorative elements concentrated 
to increase the intensity of their impact. Typically, the exterior functions as 
a simple envelope for the interior plan, and is defined by it. The interior, 
which is potentially restorable, featured the same concentration of detail, 
which served to enhance the perception of materials used: tile, marble, wood, 
the metal of the supporting piers.
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